The nonlinear nonlocal Michelson-Sivashinsky equation for isolated crests of unstable flames is studied, using pole-decompositions as starting point. Polynomials encoding the numerically computed 2N flame-slope poles, and auxiliary ones, are found to closely follow a MeixnerPollaczek recurrence; accurate steady crest shapes ensue for N3. Squeezed crests ruled by a discretized Burgers equation involve the same polynomials. Such explicit approximate shape still lack for finite-N pole-decomposed periodic flames, despite another empirical recurrence.
Introduction.
Sivashinsky [1] hydrodynamic instability, when the Attwood number ( 1)/( 1) E E     based on the fresh-to -burnt density ratio 1 E  is small. The evolution equation, first studied numerically in [4] , is: in local speed (relative to fresh gas) of a flame front element [5] . The Hilbert transform is
if written in a form suitable for the isolated crests ( ( , ) 0 x t    ) to be first studied here; its form adapted to 2 - periodic patterns, to which (1) also applies, will be recalled in §5. This nonlocal term { } to t  mainly [6] is of geometric origin [1] : the normal to the front locally makes a finite angle ~x    to the mean propagation direction (normal to x -axis), and 2 2 c / 2 os( ) 1
Although its dimensioned version was originally derived as a leading order result for 0    [1] , the MS equation (1) still rules flame dynamics if corrections (removed from (1) by rescaling) due to two more orders are retained in the  -expansion [6, 7] to improve accuracy.
Beside gaseous combustion, the MS equation governs other unstable fronts coupled to
Laplacian fields: in doped semi-conductors [8] or in reactive infiltration [9] . Equation (1) exhibits a number of remarkable features, most notably the existence of poledecompositions whereby the search for ( , ) t x  is converted to a 2N -body problem for the complex poles of the front slope [10, 11] ; see §2. Thanks to this property one can: (i) Explain the formation of front arches joined by sharper crests whose mergers ultimately produce the widest admissible steady cell; (ii) Access the latter's arc-length vs. wavelength curve [12] , which yields the effective flame speed; (iii) Solve stability issues [13, 14] without the effect of spurious noises hampering the non-self-adjoint linearized dynamics [15] ; (iv) Compute pole density and front shapes for isolated crests, and then for periodic cells [11, 16] , if 1 N  ; (v) Study stretched crests [17] ; (vi) Set up tools to study extensions of (1) that incorporate higher orders of the 1   expansion, at least in the large-N limit ( [18, 19] and Refs. therein).
It would be valuable to extend the latter works to finite pole numbers 2N , as to encompass wrinkles of moderate wavelengths/amplitudes. New tools are needed and, just like in cases (iv)-(vi) above, studying solutions representing isolated front crests (localized bumps with
  ) might be a key step to take up first. The present numerical exploratory approach finds that crest-type solutions of (1) have intriguing -though as yet unexplained -relationships with known polynomials; this will ultimately provide one with approximate crest shapes in closed form that are accurate even for finite N s.
Pole-decomposition for isolated crests
As shown in [10, 11] (1) admits solutions that have
provided the complex-conjugate pairs of poles k
, of the analyticallycontinued flame slope ( , )
where (.)  is an imaginary part. The basic identity
indeed allows one to transform the cross-terms generated when squaring (3), and a similar one followed by contour integrations in z -plane leads to
and (4) 
 obey steady versions of (1)-(4):
, 2 sgn( ) (7) or as attractors of (4).
MS equation vs. MP polynomials
From the 2 ,
, computed on solving (7) 
The auxiliary k b -zeros in there obey equations similar to (7), yet with an extra 0 0 b  whose charge is 2  , and for | | 1,..., k N  are roots of conditions of electrostatic-like equilibriums: (5) , to produce:
where each polynomial remainder 2 ( )
, and may also be assumed monic on defining the coefficient ( ) C M accordingly. 
with ( ) 
) a n b n c n n     is the usual (yet here terminating) Hypergeometric series [21] .
Moreover, each ( ) ( ) M P   satisfies the linear difference equation [20, 21] :
The 2 ,
, they are roots of Bethe-Ansatz (BA) type [22] equations:
Taking logarithms and defining
, the crest-slope poles should then have:
1 The Secondary polynomials ( ) [20] , but do not provide separate good fits when 1 4   ; e.g., 
which can be made coincide with (7), whatever  and the (large enough) N are, on selecting:
This choice was already made when drawing Fig.1 (17) and (19) : even with N this low the fractional difference at most is  3% at 2 k   , and it decays very rapidly as | | k grows. That the Sivashinsky and the MP polynomials share the same density of zeros at | | ( ) B    [11, 23] when N   (hence yield the same crest shapes at| | ( ) x    ) likely favoured a good fit, but a uniformly good accuracy could not be reached without selecting 1 4   : see Table II for The only known [11] exact consequence of (7) To complete this section one may recall that locating the poles k iB was just one means to access the flame-crest slope ( ) x x  ; but once the MP fit with 1 4   is adopted, the explicitly known (1/4) 2
( / )
N P x i gives the approximate crest shape itself in closed form:
As is illustrated in Fig.2 , (20) 
Discretizing a local equation.
MP polynomials provide one with accurate steady localised solutions of the MS equation as soon as N is moderately large (>3) ; it is then natural to inquire whether close relatives of (5) itself could have solutions that are even better described by the MP sequence.
In this context consider the new, 'Toda-style' nonlocal equation:
If ( ) x  were to vary only slowly over the a length-scale, Taylor-expanding ( ) ( )
would make (21) resume a local, Burgers type equation:
where a positive reciprocal 'length'  tends to squeeze the crest [17] , or else stretches it; .
The BA equations for the zeros of ( ) Q x , obtained on equating the residues of either side of (23), look like (7) In analogy with this, setting ) 2 ln ( )
which is nothing but a discretized form of the 'squeezed' Burgers equation (22) once it is
Hopf-Cole transformed as in (23) . The point is that (24) constitutes a mere rearrangement of the Meixner-Pollaczek difference equation (15), provided
Since the first bracket of (21) This does not explain the quantitative agreements though; nor the fact that (25) links  to  without singling out a particular  whereas 1 4   is needed in order for (20) to correctly approximate MS isolated crest shapes.
Discussion, open problems.
Since MP polynomials give access to exact solutions to (21) despite a right-hand side
, the approximate recurrence among the ( ) M P B s, (20) and the results summarized in Fig.1 or Table II 
At any rate, it would be important for wrinkled-flame theory to understand and systematize the 'coincidences' leading to (20) . 
instead of (7). Thanks to 2 2 sin( Hahn or q-Hahn polynomials [20, 21] , no adequate analog of (15) was found.
Yet a 2 -
 periodic analogue of (22) does exist, viz.:
2 tan( )
and yields pole equations resembling (26), now with Such open problems will hopefully prompt more mathematical investigations. It is indeed important to decide whether the present findings constitute curiosities/coincidences -yet ones
